[Expression and clinical significance of moesin and E-cadherin in invasive carcinoma of breast, no specific type].
To investigate the correlation of moesin and E-cadherin with biological behavior of breast cancer and its mechanism by comparing expression of moesin and E-cadherin in breast invasive carcinoma of no specific type(BIC-NST), breast ductal carcinoma in situ(BDCIS) and normal breast tissues adjacent to carcinoma. Breast cancer cases of the Huizhou Municipal Center People Hospital were collected between Jan 2008 and Dec 2010, expression of moesin and E-cadherin in 104 cases of BIC-NST, 84 cases of BDCIS and 53 cases of normal breast tissues adjacent to carcinoma were detected by tissue-microarray and SP immunohistochemical staining. Western blot was used to detect moesin expression of 16 BIC-NST fresh tissues. Expression rate of moesin in BIC-NST and BDCIS were significantly higher than normal tissues(P<0.01), but the expression rate of E-cadherin in BIC-NST and BDCIS were significantly lower than those of normal tissues(P<0.01). Expression rate of moesin in BIC-NST grade Ⅲ group was significantly higher than that of the grade Ⅰ group.There was a significantly positive correlation between histological grade and moesin expression(P<0.05). However, E-cadherin expression rate in BIC-NST grade Ⅲ group was significantly lower than that in grade Ⅰ group , and there was a significantly negative correlation between histological grade and E-cadherin expression(P<0.05). Moreover, no significant correlation was observed between moesin and E-cadherin expression in BDCIS tissues. Expression of moesin in clinical stage Ⅱ + Ⅲ BIC-NST was significantly higher than that in stage Ⅰ(P<0.01) . Expression of moesin was significantly associated with lymph node metastasis (P<0.01). But no significant correlation was observed between moesin expression and age, tumor size and vascular invasion . However, expression of E-cadherin in clinical stage Ⅱ+ Ⅲ BIC-NST was significantly lower than that in stage Ⅰ(P<0.01). Expression of E-cadherin was significantly associated with lymph node metastasis and vascular invasion (P<0.01). But no significant correlation was observed between E-cadherin expression, age and tumor size. There was a negative correlation between expression of moesin and E-cadherin in BIC-NST(P=0.021)and BDCIS(P=0.032). Higher moesin and lower E-cadherin signal transduction is closely related to the recurrence and development of breast carcinoma, therefore moesin and E-cadherin might provide new targets for gene therapy in breast carcinoma.